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Face expressions drawing pdf

By Joe Catapano in essence, a good story is all about emotional communication. People can sympathize more with the emotions of the characters rather than their individual problems. Everyone remembers the times when they were happy, depressed or unpaid, so it's easy to take advantage of those feelings when telling stories. The
emotional spectrum is vast and unforgettable. So now, storytellers, how do we use this power of communication with the public? I guessed it: facial expressions. For every emotion we can have, there is a interconnected facial expression. We are used to seeing these facial expressions when we communicate and each expression can be
divided even into individual muscles in the face. Disclaimer: In this tutorial, we will build on previous tutorials that focused on how to draw facial features. I strongly suggest that you start with those tutorials before this one. With this tutorial we will study all the muscles in the face. Then, we'll use that information to dissect the basic
expressions. From there, we'll combine these expressions to create more accurate versions. Finally, you will walk through how to go about drawing a dynamic facial expression. Let's get started! Take a look at this half-woman's face diagram showing each of the facial muscles in a simplified form. These muscles are all of us needing to
make hundreds of expressions that we use every day. I'm going to break them one by one and explain how they move the skin to create an expression. A- This is the front muscle. With these muscles we are able to lift our brow, as we do when we look surprised. B- This is the eyebrow muscle. This muscle allows us to push our forehead
down, which usually means frowning. C. Eyelid muscle. This one allows us to lift our eyelids. This will probably make our eyes wide open when we are afraid d - these muscles surround the eyes. It allows us to look into our eyes. E. These three branching muscles collectively form what we use to pull our cheeks. It is known as shaking
muscles. F - These are the real tried and tested muscles that allow us to smile. G - These muscles surround the lips. It will interact with all of the muscles related to it. H - This one I would call a cheesy smile. It extends from mouth to sides. I - these are the muscles that allow our pout. A. It is these muscles that allow us to speak. K - These
muscles push the chin together create a frowning look. The Great S6Pulling of Almighty Resources, Made comics by Scott McCloud, we can break all of our emotions into six categories: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise. I call them the big six emotions are complex behaviors that should not be overly simplistic, but to understand
them, we need to break them even further. So let's isolate these emotional pillars to their anatomical foundations. Here will list the muscles used for one of the big six. Anger: When you are Your brow will gloat (dark blue), squint eyes (green), sarcasm cheeks (wild ducks), mouth expands to show teeth (red) and corners of your mouth will
frown (purple). If you look at the remaining emotions you will start to see the trend. When these expressions are really divided very simplistic on paper. You'll see in the next section why expressions can get difficult to understand but at the big six level it's really quite digested. As an exercise, try making these expressions yourself in front of
the mirror. It will just look a little strange but it will help you remember the anatomy associated with each emotion. The combinations there are the reason the big six is really useful. Because they are the building blocks of our entire emotional spectrum again, sources of comics making, we can mix and match our different base feelings to
make completely new. The key here is to think of all six great emotions as part of the math equation. I know that most artists are not in mathematics but this thought of facial expressions being just a combination of simple forms is useful. Each of the big six is really just the starting point. For each of them, there will be a measure of how
intense or subtle the emotion is. For example, with anger, you could just be a little ticked off or to the other extreme, and irritated. The denser the muscles, the more stretched out of their neutral state. And, with your brow, if you're really angry your eyebrows will go from level to pointed and curly. These are examples of some combinations.
I literally copied and pasted different features from each of the big six to prove how easy this can be done. Logical thinking about what constitutes certain feelings and you can come up with a great system for drawing expressions. Let's talk through these examples. suspicious - is an act to show distrust. Distrust is a kind of fear. Then
because of the threat of potential damage we add in the brow reduced from anger to show the defensive posture in the face. caught red-handed -- is the moment you get freaked out. Since there is a possibility of trouble we can assume FEAR. Because fear suddenly came we add SURPRISE. harsh - when you think about it, cruelty is just
an act of getting joy from pain and anger. Hold back tears - this example shows off another way to mix things up. A great way to get a more subtle look at your emotion is to add only a rate to half the face. Here we add sadness but only to one side of the face. It gives the appearance of inner sadness. I strongly suggest that you get to
make a caricature by Scott McCloud and start breaking many of the most common expressions. How we practice we have covered the basic knowledge behind how to make facial expressions. Now, it's time to get good at drawing them. The only way it occurs is through the distance of art. Just as in all other tutorials, let me guide you
through the process. I hope you're excited. - Search for a theme Study of - drawing and study - fine-tune the drawing let's try to work on the older man on the lower image. (Source: Bodies in Motion) Step 1: Get a reference again, as always, working with the image reference is super useful. Remember, the better the reference, the better
your work. In this case, I am using a large resource and highly recommended: Scott Eaton's bodies in motion. It is free to use a limited set of library expressions, modes, and other useful tools (with watermark overlays). However, I recommend signing up for at least a month to get high-resolution images of a library full of expressions.
Once you find the picture you want (I prefer 3/4 views), it's time to work. Step 2: Drawing and studying is where we begin to draw loosely from models. Start with a basic skull form similar to the subject in the picture. Try to visualize the skull under the skin. Now, draw in features using a good way to build a head. Remember to push and
pull facial features that are being distorted. I find that if you draw a face in a neutral position first and then adjust those features to where they are moved in expression, the drawing is more accurate at the end. Another couple of notes that you should try to exaggerate the expression and think of the face as a 3D mask. The latter is
because when you visualize a mask you tend to imagine other aspects of its surface. This is also the stage at which you should map or at least take a moment to think about the underlying muscles. Find whichever is used for this special expression and draw accordingly. The easy way to see which muscles are actually in play is to
dispose of them physically. Great! Hard work has been called by some at this inking stage but for me it's just the time when using duplicate lines and line weights to show more dynamic off expression. I can't help it, I can't help i pencil in the heart. Do your best and take your time. Most importantly, don't just follow! Just as Frank Miller said
in some interviews... For some effect your mind must be working harder than your hand. I've got that off a little bit but you get to the point: don't go dead brain and follow mindlessly. Finish! Now let's think about our work. Look at your drawing along like I have mine. Does the expression match? Does she have an organic life? What got it
right and where can your lines be better, more expressive or more accurate? These questions are the ones that you should always ask yourself after making a new drawing. The key to your greatness and mastery lies in the mistakes of your recent attempts. For example, I'm not quite happy how distant the eye came out in this expression.
the key to getting right next time is getting to know first I've been off the mark this time fin before I finish this quick look at the vast ocean that learns how to draw facial expressions, I want to give another couple of tips. First, if you have read this entire tutorial and done exercise, you deserve congratulations! This thread is fairly daunting,
and I know it's one that's easily avoided. Secondly, remember that art is a craft. Doing one or two tutorials will help but it's up to you to practice as much as you can to get good in the craft. Just draw more thank you 3000 for reading this tutorial. Please leave the comments and join the HTDC community to get any feedback on getting your
expressions even better. You can find it online on Instagram @catapanoart. I also have an indie comic book that is in the works and the first few pages can be previewed here: . Keep drawing. Free registration and get: E-book step-by-step walk you through making Cleineclypto Enterprise Drawing Numbers: Ratios of E-Book Heroic
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